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SUBMERSIBLE
EFFICIENCY
Any organisation operating offshore
will tell you there are two critical factors
at the heart of everything they do.
Like any business, the first is efficiency;
are operations effective enough to
drive down costs, minimise resource
investment and maximise output,
increasing competitive positioning?
The second operations, personnel
and activities safe? Are they operating
with maximum efficiency in the safest
possible way?
One organisation that is committed to
driving efficiency and safety across the
industry is the world-leading provider
of well test support services, ScanTech
Offshore. Having recently launched
SafeDeploy, a revolutionary system for
the deployment of submersible pumps
for rig cooling applications, it’s not difficult
to understand why they believe efficiency
and safety go hand-in-hand; if offshore
safety fails or is ineffective, maximum
efficiency can never be realised.
Historically, rigs and operators have been
forced to use a high-risk method for
deploying temporary submersible pumps,
utilising a hang-off frame which sets the
submersible pump and delivery hose in
place. Not only is it a high-risk process,
where personnel are operating under a
suspended load, it’s a hugely time and
labour intensive method that takes a
whole team of operators up to 12 hours
to execute. Knowing there was the need

The first fully automated
sub-pump deployment system
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for increased safety and efficiency for
deploying these pumps offshore, a
dedicated team at ScanTech Offshore
set about to change the archaic approach
and break new ground in deployment.
Enter SafeDeploy. An engineered, selfdeploying solution that has been identified
as the safest, most efficient method for
deploying submersible pumps from the
deck of a rig, vessel or platform to the
sea, it removes the need for rig crew or rig
crane assistance, saving valuable time and
reducing exposure to multiple personnel
and manual handling. SafeDeploy’s typical
deployment or retrieval of a sub pump is
clocked at a rate of 1m per minute.

With SafeDeploy, we’ve been
able to further realise just
that. Advancements in
technology have enabled
us to create a new solution
to a much recognised
industry issue.

A totally independent system, the
SafeDeploy requires no rig electrical
power and with a minimal footprint the
size of a standard 10x8ft container, the
practicalities of having the unit on a rig
are easy to manage. To further maximise
efficiency for rig operators, the solution
is designed to be able to retrieve a
submersible pump fast and in all weather
conditions. Until now, this hasn’t been
possible in bad sea states or high winds
due to enforced rig crane shutdowns
when weather exceeds safe working limits.
Staying fully operational helps achieve
maximum efficiency.
ScanTech Offshore’s project manager, Barry
Craig, has been involved in the SafeDeploy
development from the start. He commented:
“Safety and efficiency go hand-in-hand like
any great partnership; without one, it’s
very hard to achieve the other. At ScanTech
Offshore we’re committed to creating
solutions which challenge existing
methodology and create better outcomes
for our clients and the industry as a whole.

Reduce risk and increase efficiency

Our culture is to continually improve and
innovate to become the highest quality and
lowest cost provider of equipment. That
continual investment and focus into R&D
to deliver increased safety and efficiency
is what makes us world leaders in the
support of well testing.
“With SafeDeploy, we’ve been able to
further realise just that. Advancements
in technology have enabled us to create
a new solution to a much recognised
industry issue. This step change in safety
and lower overall cost for rig and operating
companies makes the utilisation of this
system a no brainer.”
Following a rigorous 18-month
development cycle, SafeDeploy’s safety
and efficiency has been tested in live trials
in Holland and is scheduled to go out for
long-term projects this spring.
As first to the market with such an
offering, it is expected many competitors
will invest in developing similar sub pump
deployment solutions in order to compete
with the safety and efficiency standards
SafeDeploy can deliver. It’s long been
recognised across the industry that there
is a need to create a new deployment
methodology and thanks to ScanTech’s
innovation that shift is already happening.
It’s still early days in ScanTech Offshore’s
global roll out strategy for SafeDeploy but
with interest from some big name players,
the industry’s reaction to its innovation
is suggestive of the likely approach to
adopting such technology in safely and
efficiently deploying and retrieving
submersible pumps offshore.

